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QUESTION 1

You are configuring a work-administered individual compensation plan where your workers can enroll in the plan
anytime during the year, but can discontinue their contributions only in the month of March each year. How should you
achieve this? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Select specific HR actions such as transfer, promotion, and new hire for the plan with access level for each action
allowed during a specific period. 

B. Do not select any additional actions other than Manage Contributions with access level as Create: Always allowed;
Update: Allowed during a specified period; Discontinuing: Never allowed. 

C. Make the plan available for all actions in the list with access level for each action Always allowed. 

D. Do not select any additional actions other than Manage Contributions with access level for each action as Create:
Always allowed; Update: Never allowed; Discontinuing: Allowed during a specified period. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What happens if eligibility requirements are different for components than they are for a plan? (Choose the best
answer.) 

A. Component-level eligibility is ignored and a warning is reported. 

B. Plan-level eligibility is evaluated before component-level eligibility. 

C. Component-level eligibility is evaluated before plan-level eligibility. 

D. This is not possible. Component-level eligibility is always identical to plan-level eligibility. 

E. Plan-level eligibility is ignored and a warning is reported. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What classification can you use if employees submit timecards and you want absences taken by these employees to
show on the statement of earnings? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Either Absence or Information Classification 

B. Absence Classification 

C. Standard Earnings Classification 

D. Information Classification 
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E. Either Standard Earnings or Absence Classification 

F. Any classification will result in the absences showing 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25054_01/fusionapps.1111/e20376/F566545AN4D67C.htm (using the standard
earnings classification) 

 

QUESTION 4

As an implementation consultant, you want to override the currency on the item definition. The United States Dollar
currency is currently specified on it. This needs to be overridden to the Indian Rupee. What are the two approaches that
you should use to override the currency of the compensation item from the United States Dollar to the Indian Rupee?
(Choose two.) 

A. Define a formula that retrieves compensation and specifies currency as the Indian Rupee. 

B. Define the source type as Benefit Balance, which has currency specified in the Indian Rupee. 

C. Define a Category that includes the item and has currency defined as the Indian Rupee. 

D. Define a Compensation Statement Definition that includes the item and has currency defined as the Indian Rupee. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The compensation administrator wants to run Purge Workforce Compensation Data for one of the past compensation
plans because the transaction data from that period is not required anymore. However, the compensation administrator
does not get the option to include the said plan. What is the reason for this? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Purge Workforce Compensation Data cannot be run because the Transfer Workforce Compensation Data to HR
process has already been run and compensation data transferred to HR. 

B. Purge Workforce Compensation Data can be run only for compensation plans with Inactive status. 

C. Purge Workforce Compensation Data can be run only after Back Out Workforce Compensation Data is run with the
"Full Back Out" option. 

D. Purge Workforce Compensation Data can be run only for compensation plans that are valid for the future. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

How can you use an earnings element to manage the calculation and payment of absences? (Choose the best
answer.) 

A. Ensure that the input to the salary database item formula from the earnings element processes the absence element
as Absence classification because payroll runs do not process elements in the Information or Absence classifications. 
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B. Define a skip rule for the earnings element that triggers processing when it finds an entry for a non-absence element
because payroll runs process elements in the Information or Absence classifications. 

C. Define the earnings element as nonrecurring for the absence element because payroll runs do not process
nonrecurring elements in the Information or Absence classifications. 

D. Define a skip rule for the earnings element that triggers processing when it finds an entry for the absence element
because payroll runs do not process elements in the Information or Absence classifications. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25054_01/fusionapps.1111/e20376/F566545AN4D67C.htm (using the
information or absence classification) 

 

QUESTION 7

Contingent workers are ineligible as per the eligibility rules defined for your organization\\'s compensation plan. The
compensation plan cycle is started. As is the standard practice, the compensation administrator schedules the "Refresh
Workforce Compensation Data" nightly. A worker who was a contingent worker is now an employee of the organization
and the next day shows up in Manager\\'s worksheet. How is this possible? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Track Ineligible Workers is selected in the compensation plan. 

B. Show Ineligible Workers is selected in the compensation plan. 

C. Hide Ineligible Workers is selected in the compensation plan. 

D. Process Ineligible Workers is selected in the compensation plan. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

A corporation is implementing Oracle Fusion Workforce Compensation and has set up an individual compensation plan
for a contribution. This contribution has to be approved by the four members in parallel. Identify the correct option
regarding parallel approvals. (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Parallel approvals are not fully supported, but notifications can be sent to all members in parallel using the list builder
resource option and configuring Application Role. However, the first person who claims the notification can approve it,
and this ends the process and the other members lose control over the approval of the notification. 

B. Parallel approvals are supported by configuring the Application role option in the Resource list builder. Only after all
the approvers approve will the process end. 

C. Parallel approvals are supported and can be configured using Static approval groups. Only after all the approvers
approve will the process end. 

D. A parallel approval option is not available and any approval configured is always sequential. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 9

Which statement is true regarding elements? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Elements have possibly multiple primary classifications, one secondary classification, and one subclassification. 

B. Elements have one primary classification, one secondary classification, and one subclassification. 

C. Elements have possibly multiple primary classifications, possible multiple secondary classifications, and possibly
multiple subclassifications. 

D. Elements have one primary classification, possibly multiple secondary classifications, and possibly multiple
subclassifications. 

E. Elements have one primary classification, one secondary classification, and possibly multiple subclassifications. 

Correct Answer: E 

Subclassifications provide a way to feed balances. Elements can have only one primary and secondary classification,
but multiple subclassifications. You can create subclassifications or use predefined ones. Once a subclassification is
associated with a classification it cannot be associated with another classification. A subclassification name can be
reused under different primary classifications, but you will have to create separate balance feeds for each
subclassification with the same name. 

 

QUESTION 10

How would you control the task of determining if a person is eligible for a compensation plan? (Choose the best
answer.) 

A. a mix of element eligibility and eligibility profiles 

B. through element eligibility only, never with eligibility profiles 

C. with the eligibility profiles, never through element eligibility 

D. either with eligibility profiles or through element eligibility 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E60665_01/common/FAIWC/F1451659AN19D78.htm#F189517AN1A019 

 

QUESTION 11

An organization provides compensation such as salary and bonus earnings for its workers. It also tracks commissions
and company-paid taxes for them. 

Which two statements are true when configuring the items? (Choose two.) 

A. Benefit Balance will require you to specify the Legislative Data Group as the Additional Data Entry. 

B. Element Entry will require you to specify the Legislative Data Group as the Additional Data Entry. 

C. Formula will require you to specify the Legislative Data Group as the Additional Data Entry. 
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D. Payroll Balance will require you to specify the Legislative Data Group as the Additional Data Entry. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 12

While administering compensation for the workforce, a manger accidentally approves a lower manager\\'s 

worksheet. 

Which three statements will be true in this case? (Choose three.) 

A. The lower-level manager can withdraw the submission and reprocess the compensation allocation. 

B. The lower-level manager\\'s access level is changed to "Approved." 

C. Lower-level managers can no longer make any updates to their worksheets. 

D. The worksheet goes to next level for approval. 

E. The lower-level manager can still make changes in the worksheet and resubmit it for approval. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 13

Which five tasks can be performed by a compensation manager? (Choose five.) 

A. Allocate compensation. 

B. Promote and rate worker performance while allocating compensation. 

C. Determine compensation amounts offline by downloading details to a spreadsheet. 

D. Review and approve work of Superior Manager. 

E. Generate company-configured compensation change statements to notify workers of a compensation award, job
change, or performance rating assignment. 

F. Analyze proposed changes for equity among peer groups and by manager, alignment with the market, and pay for
performance strategies. 

Correct Answer: ABCEF 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37583_01/doc.1116/e22776/F387083AN108D9.htm#F390541AN1090B 

 

QUESTION 14

A corporation started giving performance bonuses to eligible employees on a monthly basis. As a 

compensation administrator, you are required to display performance bonuses with similar or related 
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compensation items. 

How will you configure this requirement in the Fusion application? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Attach performance bonuses to similar compensation items. 

B. Attach performance bonuses to similar compensation categories/subcategories. 

C. Attach performance bonuses to similar elements. 

D. Attach performance bonuses to similar sources. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Your client wants you to create a single Compensation Change statement that includes compensation awarded for
multiple plans. What would you, as an implementation consultant, advise your client? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Create a Compensation Statement Plan with cross-references to compensation awarded in each plan. 

B. Create a custom data model that can pull compensation awarded from different plans and display the data using a BI
publisher layout. 

C. Create a separate Change statement template for this purpose and associate it with the Statement group for which
this is required. 

D. This is possible only in the on-premises model using customization and is not possible in an Saas instance.
Therefore, you would respond accordingly to the client. 

Correct Answer: C 
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